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A
JUSTICE cL: The Applicant is the dinistratr of the estate of Mic el

Earls, deceased. She seeks an order for judicial review of a decision of the

Criminal Injuries Compensation Board promulgated in a document dated 12th

November 1979 over the sigaature of, I think, the Chairman. The Applicant seekj

B in effect two orders. One is for mandamus,to direct the Board to pay to

Applicant a sum of the other is for mandamus to hear and determine an

application made by the deceased.

Before I turn to the facts it is necessary ± look in outline at the :

Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme The Scheme does not operate urder

statutory powers but piovides for ex gratia paymewts of compensation 'to th

victims 'of crimes of violence in accordance with schemes from time to time

blished by the Board.

D So far as is material here the appropriate scheme is that which cane into

operation on the 21st Nay 1969, and although a further revised scheme came into

effect in 1979 that applied only to injuries incurred before the 1st October

1979, and the material matters here are exessly reserved in the 1979 scheme

E for the operation of the 19,69 scheme.

Although the scheme is designed, as I have said, to deal with ex gratia

payments as c' ensation it has for a number of years been settled law tha" th,

Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, in operating the scheme, has funotioris

which are both judicial and adnimistrative. In the case of ina v.

Injuries Ccmnensation Board ex parte Lin (1967) 2 QD 864, this ccro, Lord

Parker, then Lord Chief Justice, Lord Justice Diplock and Mr. Justice shwor'th.

held that the Board was amenable to the supervisory jurisdiction of 'the High
G Court. Ln particular, it had prer to deterrine matters affecting s:jocts

a duty to act judicially. That passage from the headnote repeats ';hot -as said

by Lord Parker at page 881 and follcwin, ahd by Lord Justice Diploc: page.

686 and following.

The way in which the scheme operates, in accOrdance with the scheme publis
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in 1969, can be surnarised in this way. It applies, as I have said, to the

victims of crimes of violence, and for those who establish claims compensatior

is payable upon the broad basis of coamon law damages. The Board is entitled

to reduce the amount of compensation payable, or indeed reject a laim, if

B
having-regard to the conduct of the victim, including his condict before and

after the events giving rise to his claim, and his character and way of life,

it is inapprorriare that he should be granted a full award, or any award at a?

(Paragraph 17 of the schere.) There are other hat for these poses immateri

c es±rictions on the cases in which compensation may be paid, and on the rate o

ccmrensation.

The practice of the Board under clause 21 is for the claim to be pit firs

before a single member, and after a decision by him an applicant may ask for,

D and if he asks will he entitled to, a hearing before three other members of the

Board. Indeed, it is also open to the single member, if he chooses to do so,

to refer the application the three members. en that procedure is followe'

it is quite clear that the three members hear the matter not by way of appeal

but by a renewal of the application, deciding it de novo. (See Lord Parker in

pane Lain, page Boo.) -

Clause 22 provides that at such a hearing it is for the applicant to make

out his case, and that the Board "will reach their decision solely in the ligh
F of the evidence brought cut at the hearing, and all the inforcation before thei

will be avatlable to the aprlica.nt." That is to 'cc cents-as - with the

procedure before the sinJe member, who deals with the matter upon he docunen

The debate here has tursed to a substantial extent on cl?use 21 dealing
G with the single member p:coedur. It reads as follows, so for as is osterial:

"The initial decision whether the application should be allo'oed (o , if so,

what amount of compensatiom odd be offered) or should he rCj/c:J 'dill

norsally be taken by cne :-ohs-r of the Board, whose decision ,tll be

'if

cated to the applicant." Then it goes on to deal with th2 tiUcoent of the
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applicant to go to the three member board. I have read that because it is rea r

the starting point of the debate here.

It will he immediately appreciated that there are three stages 4o -the

it1al decision: ft of all, the decision whether or not the alication

should be allowed at all, and if not, then itis rejected; scond1y, if allowe&

shild there be a reduction for any of the reasons set out in clause 17, and

whether or no that be answered yes, thy, the anount of compensation to be

paid All those matters are comprised in what is called the initial decision

F Before I leave the scheme I will refer to clauses 12 and 13 which deal with

circumstances in which the victim dies before compensation is assessed. Clatu

12 reads: "Where the victim has died in consequence of the injury no compensatior

will be payable for the benefit of his estate, t the Bo will be able to

entertain claims from his spouse and dependants." Then, putting it very broadly,

the amount of compensation is assessable in effect as if under the tal

Accidents Acts. Clause 13 reads: "Where the victim has died otherwise than in

consequence of the injury, the Board may niake an award" in respect of—certain

items where in the opinion of the Board hardship to the dependants would other—

wise result. I have read those passages because ei-therof them maybe app]icmble to

the facts here.

The victim , Michael Earls, was the subject of a criminal assault on the

13th June, 1978. His assailant was a named Shan. smam was chard

with an offence under section 20 of the Offences Ainst ±h Person Act. He

pleaded guilty to that charge and was sentenced to a term of two arid a half

yeah' imprIsonment. The victims injuries were so severe that he never

retained onsciousness, it he lived in a state of unconsciousness from the

13th June 1978 until the 8th October 1979, when he died. However, a year before

his death, or thereabouts, on the 20th Ooober978 solicitors actiag for him

— and it would appear that either at that stage or shortly afterwards the Cci

of Protection concerned itself with the victim's affairs — wrote to the Board.
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A to claim compensation A formal claim in the prócribed form was submitted and

was dated 6th November 1978. Although there were some formal letters the next

material matter is that in November 1978 also the solicitors wrote to the Board

to ask fo consideration to be given to making an interim payment before the

B amount of the claim had 'been finally agreed. It was a further six months before

there was anything which might be described as a decision, but on the 29th May

1979 the sclicitors received a letter from the Board, over the signature of the

Secretary, which so far as is material reads as follows: 'This application for

an ex gratia payment of compensation has been placed 'before a member of the

Board who has decided that the application is within the scope of the Scheme

but considers that compensation should be reduced by 33-k per cent under the

provisions of Paragraph 17. The member's reasons are: 'The award is reduced
D

by reason of the applicant's own conauct at the time of the assault complained

of (Paragraph 17).' The member has also decided to make an interim award of

generally on account. The case will then be kept under review. -If the

member's present decision that compensation shall be reduced by 33 per cent
E

is accepted Part 1 of the enclosed form of acceptance and undertaking should be

signed and returned to this office. A remittance will then 'be prepared and

parmenwill normally be made within 28 days of the return of the form...,. If

the member's decision that comuensation should be reduced 'by 33 per ceflt is
not accepted a hearing should be asked for now 'by completing Ert 2 of the
enclosed form. At the hearing the whole case, including the quetion of an

interim award, will be dealt with afresh. I enclose a copy of the Board's guide

to procedure at hearings."

There are just 'n;o points to 'be interpolated on that. As I have already

said, the hearing before the Board is a rehearing. That is pointe out in the

letter, arid there is also an indication that if the final award is lec than the

amount of the interim award they may not require repayment of all or part of-

the interim award. -
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• The letter goes on: "If at the time when the final award of cornpensatin

as made, an applicant is not satisfied with the amount of compensation a hear.ng'

of the application before three members of the Board can be requested." It

suggests that an applicant might have repeated references to the three—member

Board '41f the present reduction of 33 per cent as increased by the member

the time when the final award i.s made the applicant will also be able to request

a hearing before three other members of the Board in regard to the increased

reduction."

C Th the Notes on Hear the troduction ebles an applicant who isno

satisfied with the decision because you considerany reduction made is

unjustified you have the right within three months of notification of the

initial decision, providing the decision has not already been accepted, to apply

D for a hearing." Then clause 13 of that docunent says: "If the Single Nember c

the Board made you an award of compensation and you gave notice that you require

a hearing, but before the hearing you change your mind and wish tc accept -the

award, you should write to the Board to ask for leave to do so. Lea've will

L usually be given but if some fresh evidflce has come to light since your case

was considered by the Single Nember, the Board may refuse leave and requie you

to prove your case at a hearing."

The solicitors dealt with the form referred to in that letter. it is a,.

page 24 of the bundle. What they have done is to delete the whole of Part 1 ar
1)

to complte Part 2. I obseie that in deleting Part 1 they delete the printed

section which reads: "1 hereby accept the sun of and the figures

"500—00" are written in, "awarded and to be paid to me by the Criminal Injuries

Compensation Board which I accept as an interim award of compensation for the

injuriesl surtained on i3th J. ne 1978." -

Part 2 reads as follows. The solicitors on behalf of the receiver "do not.

wish -to accept the decision of the Single Iember of the Board on cra'ication

f?r an ex—gratia payment of compensation reasons are as folIo s The
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weight of evidence available to us does not conclude that Michael Earls was inA
any way to blame for the vicious assault upon him. I therefore request a hearjn

before three other Members of the Board."

There was such a hearing, but although originally fixed for the 15th Octobe:

B 1979 it was adjourned, until the 12th November, resulting in the document to whici'

I have already referred, of that date. One passage in that document which has
been criticised, but I think really without foundation, is the statement that
there was no evidence before the Board as to whether or not the deceased's death

c was attributable to the injuries which he had sustained in the assault. I think
factually that is probably correct. The Board was not in a position, if it as
being invited to do so, to consider whether this was a clause 12 or a clause 13

case. Thit then the letter goes on: '1. Stansbj" — th solicitor for the
D Applicant — "argued that the Single Member's award of compensation had not been

wholly rejected, in that the deceased had not relinquished his right to any
'compensation at all but merely disputed the manner in which it had ben assessed

and that in consequence the Applicant, and consequently his estate and/or widow

E had a vested right to compensation, so that the injury claim should continue.
The Board did not accept these arguments. They decided that although the

decision of a Single Member in an applicant's favour does vest a right to

compensatIon in favour of an applicant once the decision is made, this vesting
F is subjet to the right of the applicant to reject the decion and that if the

- applicant does so reject the decision, the whole catter is at large and there
is then noth to vest unless and until a further decision is made in the

• applicant's favour at a hearing by th Board. They further decided that the

Single Member's docsion had been expressly rejected in toto by solicitors
acting for the Board, and that in the circumstances the injury claim could not
continue. The Board therefore held that this particular apj1ication must fail.
They- pointed out however, that this decision did not preclude an application

by the deceased's widow under paragraphs 12 or 13 of the Scheme."
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The a.cceptance by the Board that a decision p1' the Single Member in an

applicant's favour vests a right to compensation in him once the decisi is

made is consistent with and follows the decision of the Court of Apealin

Reginav Criminal Injuries Compersation Board, ex pane Topg, reportedbeforJ
B this court, at page 47 and,before the Court of Appeal, at page 1237 in (1976)

1R. .

.

There, are only two matters to which I would refer. First of all, in the

Divisional Court at least it is clear that distinctions may in proper circun

C stances be dram between final and interim payments, whatever those words may.

mean, but- so far as the present point is concerned it is made clear by the .ste

of the Boils, with whose judgment Lord Justice Urn agreed, and by Mr. Justice

Wailer (as he then was ),that the award of a Single Member is to be regarded a$)]

D vested in the applicant so soon as the Single Member makes the award. (Lord

Denng, page 1242 at B and following, and Mr. Justice Wailer at page 1243 at B

and followin.g.) .

I observe that in the 1979. scheme the effect of that decision has been

E versed.
-

. .

What is contended nevertheless is that even if an award, whatever it is, is

vested in an applicant at the date of the decision by the Single Member thi "-

vesting goes if the applicant refuses the award. What is said here is that on
F -. * •rio material available this applicant dd refuse the award, and even if there -

-
vested in him something in the nature of an award on the date of the Single

em'berts decision, that did not survive the refusal contained, so the Board

contend, in the document at page 24 dated 22nd June 1979.
c - --

This is far from a simple problem. It is far from simple, first of all,

• because the scheme does not provide for an interim award save in narrow circum—

stnces, which on my construction of the chérne do notapply here. Mr. Wright

drew attention to clause 10 of the scheme ertitled "Basis of compensation.

I have already quoted the first part of that. "Compensation will 'be assessed on
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the basis of common law damages" — and it goes on— "and will take the fonri of- -,
A

a lump sum payment, rather than a periodical pension. More than one payment may,

however, sometimes be made — for example, where only a provisional Thedical

assessment can be riven in the first instance."

B
There certainly is no su,jestion in thO papers that tht was the foundatio

for the interim aw:rd that was made here. The words used by the Secretary in

the letter of the 27th May 1979 were quite simply these: "The Member has also

decided to make an interim award of generally on account.'' While one can

c perhaps see why, an order to accommodate applicants who have been victims of

criminal violence, the Boardshould have a discretionary power to help by making

advance paymrnts — one can well see why they chose to hang that payment here on

the hook of clause 10 — I do not thInk it can be said that that is what in fact

D was done within the terms of the scheme, so far as this interim award is

concerned.

The matter is even more complex, because what has happened here is this.

Of the three matters that I indicated earlier the Single Member has to determine,

the first, that as, the primary entitlement (if that is the right word) of the -

applicant to ex gratia compensation is not only established but is recogoised as

being established by the Board, and indeed, after there had been a reference to

the three—member Boand the Secretary in a letter oF the 9th August 1979 said in

F terms that it would not be necessary for the appicant to satisfy the Boad that

he sn-d a personal injury which was directly attributable to a crime of
-

violence. So what the Single Member had done, and what the Board was accepti

was not to be reopened, not to be considered dov was that this applicant

p •1was, subject to the second and third ponLs, c:.m Lied to compensation, that 15

to cay, he wa entitled to something, if not the wcle of the appropriate

compcnsation, the amount of which remained to he aYsessed.

For m rt, save for the decision of he Sinie Member that there shouid

11

be an interim award, I am far from clear that there was an initial decision within
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A the menins of clauce 21 at all. At any rate If there was, it was only in sc

but not all of its p-arts. Vhile again one can see the adniinIstrative

convenience of splitting up liabi1I and danagas, or even liabiliof theim
a rcdution of aages' it is not easy to fit into the scheme an mitial

I

B decision which largely, from the correspondnce I have already read, seems to

be capable or wan contemplated as being capable of going to and from a three—

jna cot and back to the single member over a period of tine until a concluded

initial decision was reached, which in turn might well be, if not challenged,

the final decision.

I have to t and aet all that into the rightsof the parties as I cons ue

the arrangements here. at Mr. Wright says, on behalf of the Board, is that

the applicant's rejection of the initial decision, such as it was, went to the

D
whole decision, and st so be underatood. It st be said that in terms it

did not: in terms it was directed to only one part of the decision.

It is said against that that in the Secretai"s letter of the 29th Nay

the solicitors were told that at the hearing before the three—member Bo the

E H

whole case, including the question of an interim award, would be dealt with

afresh. rdo not think there is warrant for that observation in the scheme as

I hive read it. If the interim award vested on the date of the decision, and

if the interim award was not refused, then it remained one in respect of whin

Fl
the order should ga.

I do not think that on the docuner re it would be right to hold — and

again I think it is really a matter of constiaiction — that the terms of page 24

were, as the solicitors say, a request for a hearing before three members of

the Board, or anything more than directed to a part of the initial decision

at a tine when the initial decision wag itlf bei made in part. I think

t)at once that procedure was left open, as it was by the Board, enabling the

initial dcis ion by the Single Member to bmade in compartments, it was then

open to the applicant, via his solicitors, to mpea]. in one of the compart.
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owich the Board had chosen to divide their determtion.

A It follows from that that in my view mandamus should go to pay to the

applicant the sum of awarded by the Single Member.

Mr. Jacobs has invited me to say that I should also make such an order as

will require the Board to consider the widow's claim under either clause 12 or,
B

clause 13. Although the wording of the scheme is obscure I do not, as I read

it, see that an a:plicant' claim cam be continud simpliciter by hi personal

presetative. it ght well be convenient if that could happen, t at the

same time while the personal representative may be entitled, as I have held,

to seek and obtain relief in respect of the interim award, I do not think that

1 can rake an order to continue the existing proceedings in the name of the

personal rerosontative.

That claim con of course be made, and it may be a matter of debate whether

it cones under clause 12 or clause 13; I know not. Again it is not for my

decision formally, though I have been invited to consider it, that if this is

a matter under clause 13 Mr. Jacobs concedes that the discretion vested in the

Board is such that they would be entitled, if they thought fit, to take into

account the payment. If the claim is under clause 12 then the Board, in

my view, following the practice under the Fatal Accidents Acts, would be en±itle

to deduct the 500 as if it were Law Reform Act damages in a case brought by a 1

personal reprosonlative under both the Fatal Accidents Acts and the Law Reform

Act. That being so I make an order only in relation to the

MR. JACOBS: -y lord, I wcmld ask for that order to go, and I would ask for the
costs.

]fR. WRIGHT: Lr-d, I cannot resist the application for costs but what I do ask
at your Irdshin's hands is a stay. It is a matter where the Board would wish
to consider the ratter. There are a nusiber of other cases working through the
pireline.

MR. JUSTiCE cNELL: I have only the slightest recollection of the matter before
Lard Justice Donaldson, but I do recollect it was in the learned Lord Justice's
mind that the claims, in so far as justified, could 'be dcalt with.

H
MR. WRiGHT: That is apparent from a transcript of what fell from my Lord.
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A . JST1CS c1flILL: I have not seen it. . I
. lC: It may well be at the end of the day — I do not want to raise

learn3d friend's hopes — that on the facts of this particular case it is noW
going to make a great deal of difference whether they are pr they are not, 2 1

doprndu on whrit view one takes of the deductibility of the one against the
other.

B r. JU:TC NcE]JL: I express no opinion about that.

ffi. \RIGHT: 1o.

MR. JACOBS: WouJd your Lordship grant a stay?

MR. JUSTICS NciEILL: Yes. Do you want six weeks?

C! MR. JACOB: Yes.

I MR. \IG1: Six weeks.

j. JSTICS flchHL: There will be a stay for sü weeks, and then continuing if >
notice s given.

Dj

1!
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A the decision of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, he ordered

to be paid to the respondent, who is the adminisratriX of Michael

Earls. The decision is of importance to the Criminal Injuries Compensa-

tion Board because of a number of other possible cases.'

B What happened was this: On the 13th June 1978 Michael Earls was

injured by a criminal assault and as a result of those injuries he was

semi-conscious thereafter. On the 16th November 1978 an application was

made to the O±iminal Injuries Compensation Board, under the Scheme then in

C force, for an award of compensation for the injuries which he had suffered.

On the 29th May 1979 an interim award was made. That was an award whereby

the application was accepted as within the scope of the Scheme, but -that

the compensation should be reduced by 33.1/3%, by reason of the applicant's

own conduct. On the 22nd June 1979 solicitors acting for the receiver of

the injured man wrote to the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, on a

Loris to which I shall refer hereafter, asking for a hearing before three

other members of the Board. However before the hearing could take place --
E

because there was an adjournment -* on the 8th October the applicant died.

The solicitors then wrote saying nevertheless they wished the hearing to

take place, and it did so take place on the 12th November, and on the 20th

F
December the decision was given by the Board.

The important parts of the decision communicated to the appellant were

as follows: "The Board did not accept these arguments. They decided that

although the decision of a single member in an applicantt s favour does vest

G a right of compensation in favour of an applicant once the decision is made,

this vesting is subject to the right of the applicant to reject the decision

and that if the applicant does so reject the decision, the whole matter is

at large and there is then nothing to vest unless and until further deci—

H sion is made in the applicant's favour at a hearing by the Board. They

further decided that the single member's decision had been expressly re.ieC-

2.



A' ted in tote by solicitors acting for the applicant, and that in the cir-

cumstances the injury claim could not continue. The Board therefore held

that this particular application must fail. They point out, however, that

this decision did not preclude an application by the deceasedts widow un-

der paragraphs 12 or 13 of the Scheme".

In submissions to Mr Justice McNeill it was submitted that the deci— F

sion of the single member was really a three—fold decision; first of all

that the claim was an allowable one within the Scheme; secondly that there
C

should be a reduction and thirdly (something which was not then decided)

how much should be awarded. The learned Judge considered the printed

document of the 22nd June 1979 and. at page 15 of his judgment he said

D
this: "I do Dot think that on the documents here it would be right to bold

-- and again I think it is really a matter of constrnction —- that the

terms of page 43" -- and that is the form which I have just mentioned --

"were, as the solicitors say, a request for a hearing before three mem—

bers of the Board, or were anything more than directed to a part of the

initial decision at a time when the initial decision was itself being made

in part. I think that once that procedure was left open, as it was by the

Board, enabling the initial decision by the single member to be made in.

F compartments, it was then open to the applicant, via his solicitors, to

appeal in one of the compartments into which the Board had chosen to

divide their determination". Accordingly the learned Judge found that

mandamus should go and he ordered to be paid, that being an interim

G award.

Mr Wright, on behalf of the appellants, has submitted that there was

no vested right to the interim payment of which had been ordered by

the single Member and that the decision of the Criminal Injuries Compensa-
H tion Board wa5 correct.

It is necessary, first of all, to refer to paragraphs 21 and 22 of
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A the Scheme. I should say at this stage the Scheme has been in existence

since 1964 in one form or another, and this was the particular form in

force at the time of these proceedings. As is well known, this Scheme

has no statutory force; it is operated under the prerogative and this.
B operation has been reviewed on a number of occasions, both in this

court and in the Divisional Court.

Paragraphs 21 and 22 (which are to be fothd in that part of the

Scheme headed "Procedure for Determining App1icatior') read as follows:

"The initial decision whether the application should be allowed (and,

if so, what amount of compensation should be offered) or should be re-

jected, will normally be taken by one Member of the Board, whose decision

will be communicated to the applicant; if the applicant is not satis-

D
fled with that decision, whether because no compensation is offered or

beGause he considers the amount offered to be inadeq,uate, he will be

entitled to a bearing before three other Members of the Board, excluding

'the one who made the initial decision. It will, however, also be open
E

to the single Member, wherehe considers that he cannot reach a just and

proper decision, himself to refer the application to three other Members

of the Board for a hearing. 22. At the hearing it will be for the

F
applicant to make out his case; he and. a Member of the Board's staff

will be able to call, examine and cross-examine witnesses. The Board

will reach their decision solely in the light of the evidence brought

out at the hearing, and all the information before them will be availa-

G ble to the applicant". There then follows a reference concerning the help

which the applicant can obtain.

In the case of Regina v. The Criminal Injuries Compensation Board

ex parts Lain, reported in (1967) 2 Queen's Bench at page 864, at page

H 879 Lord Parker, in. the course of his judgment, considered the effect

of the predecessor of paragraph 21 (being paragraph 17 which was then



A in exactly the same form): 110n an appeal on the ground that the amount

awarded by the single member is inadequate, the three members, it is

said, can only allow the appeal and increase the award or dismiss the

appeal leaving the award of the single member untouched. This con-ten-.

-tion, however, is based on the premise that the 'hearing' is an appeal

and that the three members are an appellate tribunal. It is true that
the Board have laid down tnotes on procedure' in which the three members

are referred to as an 'appellate tribunalt, but in my judgment paragraph

17 of the Scheme does not support this view. Under that paragraph the

application will normally come forward and be dealt with by a single
ember on paper and without a hearing. If, however, the applicant is
dissatisfied, or the single member so desires, the application can be

referred to three other membefor decision after a hearing. This is

in no sense an appeal but merely a renswal of the application and I can

see nothing wrong in the three members hearing and deciding the applica-
tion. de n,ovo".

I should say, in, parenthesis, that in that case the three Members

hearing the application de riovo reduced an award from to nil.

The letter of the 29th May, which set out the original decision of

F the single member is, in my judgment, important in considering this

appeal because that, and the answer, founded in part the reasoning of

the learned. Judge. I think it is necessary to read that letter in
full. It is addressed to the solicitors acting for those representing

G the deceased man. and reads: "This application for an ex gratia payment of

compensation has been. placed before a Member of the Board, who has decided

that the application is within the scope of the Scheme but considers that

compensation should be reduced by 33.1/3% under the provisions of paragraji.

17. The Member' reasons arej The award is reduced by reasor of the

applicant's own. Conduct at a tine of the assault complained of (paragraph



/

A 17).' The Member has also decided to make an interim award of

generally on. account. The case will then be kept under review. If

the Member's present decision that compensation shal).. be reduced by

33.1/3% is accepted Part 1 of the enclosed form of acceptance and under—

B taking should be signed and returned to this office. A remittance will

then be prepared and payment will normally be made within .28 days of

the return of the form."

Then follows a paragraph concerning payment of such. money into a
C bank or post-office. The letter then goes on: "If the Member's decision.

that compensation should be reduced 'by 33.1/3% is not accepted a hearing

should be asked for now by completing Part 2 of the enclosed form. At

the hearing the whole case, including the question of an interim award,
D

wj11 be dealt with afresh. I enclose a copy of the Board's guide to

procedure at hearings".

The. letter then goes on to deal with what, in my judgment, is going

to happen if that application is not made -- in other words, if there is
E

not an application. to go to the full Board. It oontim2es: "The final

award of compensation will be reduced by 33.1/3% but i.f fresh informa-

tion is received as to the applicant's conduct, character arid way of

F
life which was not taken into account in making the reduction of 33.1/3%

then the Member may consider whether to increase the reduction or with-

hold any further award entirely. However, if the final award he would

have made after such a review is less 'than the interim award, repayment

G 1' all or part of the interim award will not be required but if at the

time when the final award of compensation is made, an applicant is not

satisfied with the amount of compensation a hearing of the application

before three Members of the Board can be requested".

H With that letter was enclosed a printed form, and it is necessary

to consider, briefly, those parts of the form which were crossed out when

6.
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A it was sent to the Board. The first part of the form is filled in with

the name and address of Michael Earls and thee then follow the printed

words "Accept the decision of the Member of the Board that compensation

should be reduced by "a percentage, "under paragraph 17 of the Scheme -—

B and 33.1/3% is filled in there. There then follows: "I'hereby accept

the sum of" -- which is printed —- "5O0 awarded and to be paid to me by

the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board which I accept as an interim

awarof compensation for the injuries I sustained on the 13th June 1978".

C There then follows the sentence: "I undertake to repay the Board from

any damage, settlement or compensation I may obtain in respect of my

injuries". Then there is a space for a signature. The whole of this

Trart was crossed out by those acting on behalf of the injured man. or his

D dependant.

The second part of the form, headed Part 2, is filled in by the

solicitors who say: "Vie, W.P. Davies & Sons, solicitors on behalf of

Mrs L Earls as receiver for Michael Earls do not wish to accept the de-

cision of the single Member of the Board on my application for an ex

gratia payment of compensation. My reasons are as follows: The weight

of evidence available to me does not conclude that Michael Earls was in

any way to blame for the vicious assault upon him. I therefore request

F
a bearing before three other Members of the Board". There then follow

ether matterz concerning legal representation at the hearing. That is

dated the 22nd June 1979 and is signed by the solicitors.

G
The Scheme does not provide for an interim payment of the kind which

was being offered in this 'ase. Paragraph 10 contemplates interim pay-

ments where medical reports are provisional; but in this case there was

an offer of an interim payment which, as I read the facts, was conditional

H on the award being accepted.

The paragraph to which I referred earlier in the letter of the 29th

7.



May said: "If the decision jS not accepted., at the hearing the whole

case including the question of an interim award will be dealt with afresh",

and that follows paragraph 22 of the Scheme which says: "The Board will

reach their decision solely in the light of the evidence brought out at

B the bearing". So in my judgment it is quite impossible to say that the

interim payment of can be said to have vested, in the applicant at that

time. It was clearly made conditional on acceptance of the Meui'berts award.

Furthermore, it was clearly, as I see it, shown that the award. was not being

C accepted by the crossing out of the first part of the printed form to which

I have just referred, and although the argument was that only the question

of the percentage waS in issue, in my jw3.gment that does not help in re-

lation to this figure of
D

The respondents could only claim £500 had

died. Paragraph 12 of the Scheme makes it clear

that his estate cannot claim and Lore Denning in Regina v. The Criminal

Injuries Compensation Board ex parte Tong which is reported in (1976)

E
1 Yleekly Law Reports at page 1237, in the course of his judgment at the

bottom of page 1241 said this:"Now it is quite plain that the award of

compenatiofl under the Scheme is persoz.a1 to the applicant. In that

respect it is like damages for personal injuries at common law before

the Law Reform Act 1934. Actio personal. moritur cum It does

not survive to his personal representatives".

So in my judgment it is clear, both from paragraph 22 of the Scheme

G and from the letter of the 29th May, that no right to any particular sum

of money had vested, once the applicant had. asked for a hearing by the

Board. The right to was conditional on the acceptance of the

Member's award and. accordingly I have come to the conclusion that the

H Judge was in error in granting inandamu.s and that the original decision

of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, given on the 12th November

8.



A 1979, was correct, and would, therefore, allow this appeal.

LORD JUSTICE ACKNR: I agree.

LORD JUSTICE PURCHAS: I also agree.

MR BROVTh My Lord, I am instructed to ask there should be no order for
costs in this case.

B
MR FORB: Then, my Lord, the only thing I ask is there should be legal

aid taxation of the Respondent's costs.

LORD JUSTICE WAILER: Then the appeal is allowed, and there will be an
order for Legal Aid Taxation of the Respondent's costs.

MR QRB: I am most grateful, my Lord.
-

ORDER: Appeal allowed.
No order for costs.
Legal Aid. Taxation of the
Respondent's costs.
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